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Rarissimi Riflessioni Sul Collezionismo Letterario Del
Novecento Italiano
N. 26 della collana “Roma. Storia, cultura, immagine” diretta da Marcello Fagiolo La società
romana del Seicento non fu solo appassionata dell'Antico e dell'Arte, ma anche attenta ai
reperti naturali e agli oggetti provenienti da culture lontane o diverse. Proliferarono cosí
collezioni dedicate contemporaneamente alla natura e all'arte nelle quali dominavano i
reperti sorprendenti, inediti o rari, “curiosi” insomma. Fra questi musei, spesso appartenuti a
borghesi e studiosi, è indagato con particolare cura quello di Carlo Antonio Magnini
(1616-1683). Questi creò una celebre raccolta, famosa per le armi non meno che per i reperti
naturali e le antichità, fra le quali erano apprezzate soprattutto quelle egizie. Al centro del
mondo erudito del tempo, studioso di fenomeni naturali, Magnini utilizzò il suo museo, come
molti altri uomini del suo tempo, per conquistare visibilità sociale. Sono altresí ricordati i
grandi musei ai quali Magnini guardò con ammirazione e spirito di emulazione, ma anche
un'altra decina di raccolte spesso quasi sconosciute, presentate in forma più sintetica. È cosí
delineato un mondo variegato di collezioni e collezionisti, tra studio scientifico e fascinazione
immaginifica. Il ricco apparato illustrativo privilegia le immagini d'epoca, preziose
testimonianze iconografiche della sensibilità barocca. Maria Barbara Guerrieri Borsoi,
Dottore di Ricerca in Storia dell'arte, ha realizzato numerosi studi su molteplici aspetti
dell'arte romana, dal tardo Manierismo al Settecento, pubblicati in libri e articoli nelle
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principali riviste del settore. Uno dei suoi prediletti campi d'indagine è il collezionismo in
epoca barocca e in tale ambito ha ricostruito e analizzato prestigiose collezioni nobiliari,
raccolte di mecenati cosí come di artisti. In questa stessa collana ha altresí pubblicato quattro
volumi sulle ville tuscolane e uno sul santuario di Galloro (con F. Petrucci).
In line with the resurgence of interest in the history of archaeology manifested over the past
decade, this volume aims to highlight state-of-the art research across several topics and areas,
and to stimulate new approaches and studies in the field. With their shared historiographical
commitment, the authors, leading scholars and emerging researchers, draw from a wide
range of case studies to address major themes such as historical sources and methods;
questions of archaeological practices and the practical aspects of knowledge production;
'visualizing archaeology' and the multiple roles of iconography and imagery; and 'questions
of identity' at local, national and international levels.
2001 essay collection on the Italian Church's attempt to control and censor 'knowledge'
during the counter-Reformation.
The Inside Story
la scena di genere e l'immagine dei pitocchi nella pittura italiana
Processing the Past
The Strife of Love in a Dream
Comparative Perspectives
Milton Gendel
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A Study of Practical Creativity

The study traces the development of art criticism in the context
of the dynamic political changes of the period. Particular
attention is given to the Salon exhibitions which provided a
focus for both official and dissenting estimations of the state of
French art.
Francesco Colonna's weird, erotic, allegorical antiquarian tale,
"Hypnerotomachia Poliphili", together with all of its 174
original woodcut illustrations, has been called the first "stream
of consciousness" novel and was one of the most important
documents of Renaissance imagination and fantasy. The author
-- presumed to be a friar of dubious reputation -- was obsessed
by architecture, landscape and costume (it is not going too far
to say sexually obsessed) and its woodcuts are a primary source
for Renaissance ideas.
How did propertied families in late medieval and early modern
Florence maintain their power and affluence while clans
elsewhere were fatally undermined by the growth of commerce
and personal freedom and the consequences of the Plague?
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Molho suggests that the answer is found in the twin
institutions of arranged marriage and the dowry.
Personal Manuscripts and Volumes for Michelangelo's Library
Surgery in the Manuscripts of the Biblioteca Medicea
Laurenziana
The Rebirth of Antiquity
Felsina Pittrice
Cardinal Giuseppe Garampi, 1725-1792
dipinti, disegni, sculture e carteggi nella Roma curiale
A Novel
Preface / Anthony Grafton -- Numismatics in the Renaissance / Alan M. Stahl -- Of
Mauss and (Renaissance) men: numismatics, prestation, and the genesis of visual
literacy / John Cunnally -- Antonio Agustâin and the numismatists / William
Stenhouse -- Thelocal antiquary in eighteenth-century Rome / Tamara Griggs -Peiresc and the study of Islamic coins in the early seventeenth century / Peter N.
Miller -- Appendix I: Identification of the Islamic coins in ms. c.10.31, pages 276-83
/ John Cunnally -- Appendix II: Identification of the other Islamic coins in ms.
c.10.31 / Stefan Heidemann -- Literature -- A note on the title page / Alan M. Stahl.
Malvasia's life of Marcantonio Raimondi includes Malvasia's critical catalogue of
prints by or after Bolognese artists, from Giulio Bonasone to Giovan Battista
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Pasqualini. A great connoisseur and avid collector of prints, Malvasia recognizes
the intelligence and novelty inherent in Giorgio Vasari's life of Marcantonio with its
list of prints produced by the Bolognese engraver. In republishing Vasari's life,
Malvasia not only adds valuable new information, but also completes Vasari's list
by cataloguing all the prints unnoticed by his Florentine predecessor. Aware of the
interest of amateurs and collectors in identifying old and new prints, establishing
their states, and building up an exhaustive collection, Malvasia undertakes the
groundbreaking task of describing, one by one or by coherent series, the whole
corpus of prints executed by or after Bolognese masters as far as he could
determine. He describes the subjects of these works accurately, transcribes their
inscriptions, specifies their techniques (whether engraving, etching, or woodcut),
supplying their measurements in Bolognese once. In listing the works of Bonasone,
the Carracci, Giovan Luigi Valesio, Guido Reni, and Simone Cantarini, among
others, Malvasia often comments on their technical and aesthetic qualities,
resorting to a refined and complex terminology that reveals his profound
knowledge of printmaking. In her introductory essay, Naoko Takahate explains the
historical significance of Malvasia's innovative production of the first extensive
print catalogue, shedding new light on the unique context of Bolognese
printmaking in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. In her notes, Takahatake
identifies over eight hundred prints mentioned by Malvasia, almost all of which are
reproduced in color in a separate volume. Underscoring the importance of
Malvasia's critical catalogue for amateurs and collectors, Carlo Alberto Girotto
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offers a critical edition of the annotations made by the French art theorist Roger de
Piles to his own copy of the Felsina pittrice (now in the library of the Institut
National d'Histoire de l'Art, Paris). At the end of the translation and notes, Lorenzo
Pericolo publishes the sections of Malvasia's Scritti originali (Ms. B16, Biblioteca
Comunale dell'Archiginnasio, Bologna) relating to Bonasone.
Rarissimi. Riflessioni sul collezionismo letterario del Novecento italianoArtisti e
mecenatidipinti, disegni, sculture e carteggi nella Roma curialeRaccogliere
“curiosità” nella Roma baroccaIl Museo Magnini Rolandi e altre collezioni tra natura
e arteGangemi Editore spa
Danube
Being Simple Studies of Christian Art for English Travelers
Archaeology in the Light of its History
Idyllen
Rarissimi. Riflessioni sul collezionismo letterario del Novecento italiano
Consilioque Manuque
Contesting Authority in History and the Archives
The most significant conquest of the twentieth century may well have been the triumph of
American consumer society over Europe's bourgeois civilization. It is this little-understood but
world-shaking campaign that unfolds in de Grazia's account of how the American standard of
living defeated the European way of life and achieved the global cultural hegemony that is both
its great strength and its key weakness today. Tracing the peculiar alliance that arrayed New
World salesmanship, statecraft, and standardized goods against the Old World's values of
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status, craft, and good taste, de Grazia describes how all alternative strategies fell before
America's consumer-oriented capitalism--first the bourgeois lifestyle, then the Third Reich's
command consumption, and finally the grand experiment of Soviet-style socialist
planning.--From publisher description.
Processing the Past explores the dramatic changes taking place in historical understanding
and archival management, and hence the relations between historians and archivists. Written
by an archivist and a historian, it shows how these changes have been brought on by new
historical thinking, new conceptions of archives, changing notions of historical authority,
modifications in archival practices, and new information technologies. The book takes an
"archival turn" by situating archives as subjects rather than places of study, and examining the
increasingly problematic relationships between historical and archival work. By showing how
nineteenth- and early twentieth-century historians and archivists in Europe and North America
came to occupy the same conceptual and methodological space, the book sets the
background to these changes. In the past, authoritative history was based on authoritative
archives and mutual understandings of scientific research. These connections changed as
historians began to ask questions not easily answered by traditional documentation, and
archivists began to confront an unmanageable increase in the amount of material they
processed and the challenges of new electronic technologies. The authors contend that
historians and archivists have divided into two entirely separate professions with distinct
conceptual frameworks, training, and purposes, as well as different understandings of the
authorities that govern their work. Processing the Past moves toward bridging this divide by
speaking in one voice to these very different audiences. Blouin and Rosenberg conclude by
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raising the worrisome question of what future historical archives might be like if historical
scholars and archivists no longer understand each other, and indeed, whether their now
different notions of what is archival and historical will ever again be joined.
Miscellaneous Percussion Music - Mixed Levels
A Historical Experiment
The Books of Grand Duke Cosimo I De' Medici
Argo
Post Office Reform
The First Modern Museums of Art
Numismatics, Archaeology and Classical Studies in the Culture of the Renaissance

Media philosopher Vilém Flusser proposed a revolutionary new way
of thinking about photography. An analysis of the medium in
terms of aesthetics, science and politics provided him with new
ways of understanding both the cultural crises of the past and
the new social forms nascent within them. Flusser showed how the
transformation of textual into visual culture (from the
linearity of history into the two-dimensionality of magic) and
of industrial into post-industrial society (from work into
leisure) went hand in hand, and how photography allows us to
read and interpret these changes with particular clarity.
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Dieses Werk ist Teil der Buchreihe TREDITION CLASSICS. Der
Verlag tredition aus Hamburg veroffentlicht in der Buchreihe
TREDITION CLASSICS Werke aus mehr als zwei Jahrtausenden. Diese
waren zu einem Grossteil vergriffen oder nur noch antiquarisch
erhaltlich. Mit der Buchreihe TREDITION CLASSICS verfolgt
tredition das Ziel, tausende Klassiker der Weltliteratur
verschiedener Sprachen wieder als gedruckte Bucher zu verlegen und das weltweit! Die Buchreihe dient zur Bewahrung der
Literatur und Forderung der Kultur. Sie tragt so dazu bei, dass
viele tausend Werke nicht in Vergessenheit geraten
To celebrate the 500 years from the birth of Cosimo I de?
Medici, the Biblioteca Medicea Laurenziana shows the grand
duke?s collection of books, that were partly owned in his
private library and partly gathered by him in order to enlarge
the collection of the Public Library planned by Michelangelo.
Among the manuscripts, all preserved in Biblioteca Laurenziana,
are the Vite of the grand duke, texts of polyphonic music as
well as scientific works, translations of ancient texts and a
Geographia by Ptolemy from which have been extracted the maps
created by Egnazio Danti and now posted upon the wardrobes?
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shutters in the Sala della Guardaroba inside Palazzo
Vecchio.0Lots of the volumes shown in the second section of the
exhibit come from the Biblioteca della basilica di San Lorenzo.
By Cosimo?s will, other volumes were moved from the Biblioteca
di San Marco, from San Gimignano and from the Biblioteca della
Badia di San Salvatore a Settimo. All the exhibition catalogue
is splendidly illustrated. Furthermore, to go with each
manuscript shown is a detailed data sheet.00Exhibition:
Biblioteca Medicea Laurenziana, Florence, Italy
(08.03-18.10.2019).
From the Ancien Régime to the Restoration
A Surreal Life
Imagini Delli Dei de Gl'antichi
Life of Marcantonio Raimondi and Critical Catalogue of Prints by
Or After Bolognese Masters
Ancients and Moderns in Europe
Raccogliere “curiosità” nella Roma barocca
Hypnerotomachia Poliphili
The Querelle des Anciens et des Modernes, or Battle of the Books as it was known
in England, famously pitted the Ancients on the one side and the Moderns on the
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other. This book presents a new intellectual history of the dispute, in which authors
explore its manifestations across Europe in the arts and sciences, from the
sixteenth to the eighteenth centuries. By paying close attention to local
institutional contexts for the Querelle, contributors yield a complex picture of the
larger debate. In intellectual life, authors uncover how the debate affected the
publication of antiquarian scholarship, and how it became part of discussions in
London coffee houses and the periodical press. Authors also position the Low
Countries as the true pivot for a modernistic realignment of intellectual method,
with concomitant rather than centralised developments in England and France. The
volume is particularly concerned with the realisation of the Querelle in the realm of
artistic and technical practice. Marrying modern approaches with ancient
sympathies was fraught with difficulties, as contributors attest in analyses on
musical writing, painting and the 'querelle du coloris', architectural practice and
medical rhetorics. Tracing the deeper cultural resonances of the dispute, authors
conclude by revealing how it fostered a new tendency to cultural self-reflection
throughout Europe. Together, these contributions demonstrate how the Querelle
acted as a leading principle for the configuration of knowledge across the arts and
sciences throughout the early modern period, and also emphasise the links
between historical debates and our contemporary understanding of what it means
to be 'modern'.
Argo by Antonio Mendez and Matt Baglio - the declassified CIA story behind the
Oscar-winning film WINNER OF 'BEST PICTURE' AT THE ACADEMY AWARDS, THE
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BAFTAS AND THE GOLDEN GLOBES Tehran, November 1979. Militant students
stormed the American embassy and held sixty Americans captive for a gruelling
444 days. But until now the CIA has never revealed the twist to the Iran Hostage
Crisis: six Americans escaped. The escape plot was run by Antonio Mendez, head of
the CIA's extraction team and a master of disguise. Mendez came up with an idea
so daring and potentially foolish that it seemed destined for Hollywood... and
indeed it was. He invented a fake sci-fi film called 'Argo' (from the actual name of
the CIA mission, a reference to Jason and the Argonauts). After announcing the
production to the movie industry, Mendez put together a team of real 1970s
Hollywood actors, directors and producers - along with covert CIA officers. They
would travel to revolutionary Iran under a foreign film visa, and while 'scouting
locations' throughout the country they would track down the six Americans who
were hiding out. After giving them false identities as part of the film crew, they
would spirit them back across the border. One part 'Ocean's 11' and another part
'Black Hawk Down', Mendez's mind-bogglingly complicated and risky gamble paid
off: each escapee was extracted without a shot being fired. Mendez is considered
one of the greatest officers in CIA history. The story of this, his greatest mission,
has never been told. Now an acclaimed film directed by and starring Ben Affleck,
with Bryan Cranston, Alan Arkin and John Goodman' Antonio Mendez was cited by
Richard Clarke as one of the top two or three CIA agents in history. His He received
the Intelligence Star for his rescue of six Americans from revolutionary Iran, and
has received the CIA's Intelligence Medal of Merit and the Trailblazer Medallion. He
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continues to consult for the CIA. He and his wife, also a famed agent, were
technical consultants on the television series 'The Agency' and founding board
members of the International Spy Museum in Washington. Matt Baglio is the author
of the New York Times bestseller The Rite: The Making of a Modern Exorcist. His
writing appears regularly in the Daily Mail and the Associated Press.
In photographs and text, this volume documents the extraordinary career of
American Surrealist photographer Milton Gendel (born 1918)-from his participation
in André Breton's New York ex-pat circles in the 1940s to his years as the Rome
correspondent for Art Newsand his 60 years of documenting the agriculture and
market life of Sicily.
L'idea del bello
Dialogo Di Pittura
Towards a Philosophy of Photography
Church, Censorship and Culture in Early Modern Italy
viaggio per Roma nel Seicento con Giovan Pietro Bellori
How the CIA and Hollywood Pulled Off the Most Audacious Rescue in History
An Enlightened Ultramontane
The vast Deccan plateau of south-central India stretches from the Arabian
Sea to the Bay of Bengal. In the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, the
region was home to several major Muslim kingdoms and became a nexus
of international trade — most notably in diamonds and textiles, through
which the sultanates attained remarkable wealth. The opulent art of the
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Deccan courts, invigorated by cultural connections to the Middle East,
Africa, and Europe, developed an otherworldly character distinct from
that of the contemporary Mughal north: in painting, a poetic lyricism and
audacious use of color; in the decorative arts, lively creations of inlaid
metalware and painted and dyed textiles; and in architecture, a somber
grandeur still visible today in breathtaking monuments throughout the
plateau. The first book to fully explore the history and legacy of these
kingdoms, Sultans of Deccan India elucidates the predominant themes in
Deccani art—the region’s diverse spiritual traditions, its exchanges with
the outside world, and the powerful styles of expression that evolved
under court patronage—with fresh insights and new scholarship.
Alongside the discussion of the art, lively, engaging essays by some of
the field’s leading scholars offer perspectives on the cycles of victory and
conquest as dynasties competed with one another, vied with
Vijayanagara, a great empire to the south, and finally succumbed to the
Mughals from the north. Featuring some 200 of the finest works from the
Deccan sultanates, as well as spectacular site photographs and
informative maps, this magnificently illustrated catalogue provides the
most comprehensive examination of this world to date and constitutes a
pioneering resource for specialists and general readers alike.
This work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important,
and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it. This work
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was reproduced from the original artifact, and remains as true to the
original work as possible. Therefore, you will see the original copyright
references, library stamps (as most of these works have been housed in
our most important libraries around the world), and other notations in
the work. This work is in the public domain in the United States of
America, and possibly other nations. Within the United States, you may
freely copy and distribute this work, as no entity (individual or corporate)
has a copyright on the body of the work. As a reproduction of a historical
artifact, this work may contain missing or blurred pages, poor pictures,
errant marks, etc. Scholars believe, and we concur, that this work is
important enough to be preserved, reproduced, and made generally
available to the public. We appreciate your support of the preservation
process, and thank you for being an important part of keeping this
knowledge alive and relevant.
In his comprehensive overview of 17th century Italy, Professor Sella
challenges the old view that Italy was in general decline, instead he
shows it to have been a time of sharp contrasts and shifts in fortune. He
starts with a balanced and critical analysis of political developments
(placing the Italian states in their wider European context) before
assessing the state of the economy. He then looks in depth at society,
religion, and culture and science and in particular reassesses the
influence of the Counter Reformation on Italian life. His book ends with
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an engrossing account of the life and work of Galileo as well as an
overview of the important and often neglected contributions made by
other scientists in the later part of the century. This rich and balanced
volume is an ideal introduction to early modern Italy, and provides a
critical revaluation of a much misunderstood period in the country's
history.
Umberto Boccioni
Men and Times of the Revolution
Sultans of Deccan India, 1500–1700
Artisti e mecenati
Archives, Ancestors, Practices
A Sentimental Journey from the Source to the Black Sea
90 Anni / 90 Years
In the eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries the first modern, public museums of
art—civic, state, or national—appeared throughout Europe, setting a standard for the
nature of such institutions that has made its influence felt to the present day. Although the
emergence of these museums was an international development, their shared history has
not been systematically explored until now. Taking up that project, this volume includes
chapters on fifteen of the earliest and still major examples, from the Capitoline Museum in
Rome, opened in 1734, to the Alte Pinakothek in Munich, opened in 1836. These essays
consider a number of issues, such as the nature, display, and growth of the museums’
collections and the role of the institutions in educating the public. The introductory
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chapters by art historian Carole Paul, the volume’s editor, lay out the relationship among
the various museums and discuss their evolution from private noble and royal collections to
public institutions. In concert, the accounts of the individual museums give a
comprehensive overview, providing a basis for understanding how the collective
emergence of public art museums is indicative of the cultural, social, and political shifts
that mark the transformation from the early-modern to the modern world. The fourteen
distinguished contributors to the book include Robert G. W. Anderson, former director of
the British Museum in London; Paula Findlen, Ubaldo Pierotti Professor of Italian History
at Stanford University; Thomas Gaehtgens, director of the Getty Research Institute; and
Andrew McClellan, dean of academic affairs and professor of art history at Tufts
University. Show more Show less
Follows the rise and fall of Iraqi-born Jewish brothers from London, Charles and Maurice
Saatchi, who created some of the most memorable ad campaigns of the 1970s and 1980s,
and then in 1994 were ousted from their firm by an American shareholder revolt.
In this acclaimed international bestseller, Claudio Magris tracks the Danube River, setting
his finger on the pulse of Central Europe, the crucible of a culture that draws on influences
of East and West, Christianity and Islam. In each town he raises the ghosts that inhabit the
houses and monuments, from Ovid and Marcus Aurelius to Kafka and Canetti, in "a
fascinating blend of anecdote and history" (San Francisco Examiner).
Pininfarina
Il Museo Magnini Rolandi e altre collezioni tra natura e arte
1912 + 1
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Opulence and Fantasy
Irresistible Empire
Mornings in Florence
Cosimo Bartoli (1503-1572)
"This is the first English translation of a brief, scholarly, and
brilliantly original work which sets out to examine the links between
the legend of the artist, in all cultures, and what E.H. Gombrich, in
an introductory essay, calls 'certain invariant traits of the human
psyche.'"--Denis Thomas, Journal of the Royal Society of Arts "This
book gathers together various legends and attitudes about artists,
ancient and modern, East and West, and gives fascinating insights into
attitudes toward artistic creation. It impinges on psychology, art
history and history, aesthetics, biography, myth and magic, and will
be of great interest to a wide audience in many fields.... A
delightful and unrivalled study."--Howard Hibbard "Thought provoking
and valuable.... To all those interested in psychiatry and art from
the perspectives of history, criticism, or therapy and to the wide
audience concerned with the psychology of aesthetics and of artistic
creation."--Albert Rothenberg, American Journal of Psychiatry
On the occasion of the 90th anniversary of Pininfarina, a marque
synonymous with style and elegance applied to car design, Pininfarina
is a book that surveys, for the first time, the entire output of the
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Turin coachbuilder, model by model. Produced in close collaboration
with the company, it draws on invaluable photographic material
accompanying brief contextualising texts. Tracing the history of
Pininfarina from its origins to the present day entails reviewing some
of the most iconic models in automotive history: from the numerous
Ferraris bodied by the historic partner of the Maranello firm to cars
such as the Cisitalia 202, the Lancia Aurelia, the Alfa Romeo Duetto
and 164, the Maserati GranTurismo through to the current models born
under the aegis of the Indian firm Mahindra. The book also covers the
numerous Pininfarina concept cars that have written glorious pages in
the history of design, raising the bar every time in terms of the
excellence of the car product.
Culture del testo e del documento
Rhythmic Designs
Legend, Myth, and Magic in the Image of the Artist
Da Caravaggio a Ceruti
The Birth of an Institution in 18th- and Early- 19th-Century Europe
Its Importance and Practicability
Italy in the Seventeenth Century
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